Appendix A

Problem Statement – Design Fundamentals I

Form and Function
Project Description
You are to create a light fixture using one of the five assigned stories from Alan Lightman's book, Einstein's Dreams. Your concept will evolve from the story you select. The resulting project needs to maximize the third dimension. That means, designing for all visible sides. Furthermore, your project will be evaluated on the following:

1. Your ability to manipulate the principles and elements of design to establish total design unity.
2. Your ability to conceptually represent the story of your choice and adapt its message to the function of emitting light.
3. Your proficiency in craftsmanship.

This light fixture may be wall mounted, table mounted, suspended from the ceiling, or extended from the floor. In the end, you will have an interior element that has never existed before and is uniquely yours.

Project Requirements

Constraints:
Function: Your project must have the capability of emitting light from a light source. If the light source is electrical, consider carefully how the bulb, socket, cord, and switch will integrate with your design. Be prepared to answer how each element, design or functional, works together to establish unity. Additionally, we must be able to replace bulbs or batteries without disassembling the fixture.

Size: predicated on the ability to maximize the light source.

Materials: Any material may be used (do not limit your vision of the final product by the materials we have used to date!) You may employ one accent color. You supply the light source (maximum wattage: 25, for safety reasons) and whatever is necessary to function (extension cord, battery, etc.).

Project Duration: 1½ weeks.
Mon - Project 12 introduction. Revisit assigned stories and establish a concept for the one you are drawn to most. Work on design sketches.
Weds - Concept and preliminary design sketches due. Work on design process in class. Work on preliminary model.
Mon - Preliminary model due. Design process in class.
Weds - Project due last day of class.
Journals due last day of class.

Have a GREAT break and see you next semester!!
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Assessment Sheets
Journal Assessment Worksheet

Judge____________________________

Project Number ____________________

Quantity of sketches _______________

Creativity of expression 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Efficacy of sketches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Project Assessment Worksheet

Judge____________________________

Project Number _________________

Creativity of project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Function of project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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